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Tall Bow Front Original Painted Pine Corner Cabinet, Sweden 
circa 1800-20

 

   

   

  

This tall bow front pine corner cabinet still 
maintains its original hand-painted finish 
with simple floral details remaining along 
the panels and topped with traditional dentil 
molding.
The original blue/green/teal painted finish 
has a soft, worn patina aged over 
generations of use. While under light 
(including that of the camera) the paint may 
appear more green, in softer light the 
cabinet may look more blue to the natural 
eye.
This corner cupboard stands over 7.5' tall 
and is made in two parts creating an 
attractive open niche between the upper 
and lower cabinets.
Interior reveals natural pine with fixed 
shelves.
Professionally restored, this corner cabinet 
is strong and stable; all the doors are 
working well and the case has been 
finished with a natural wax. 
Upper lock and key still function (key 
included); lower cabinet door has no pull 
nor lock.
All scratches, cracks, dings, or age related 
separation are reflective of age and do not 
detract from the beauty nor function of this 
special Dalarna corner cupboard.
Please refer to professional photos for 
clear understanding of color, condition and 
details; photo lighting, individual monitor 
display and home lighting may all impact 
how item is viewed.

With over 37 years of experience selling 
European antiques, our brick-and-mortar 
storefront, Round Top Ranch Antiques 
(located in Texas) offers one of the largest 
curated selections in the nation with over 



thirty-five thousand square feet of inventory 
to choose from.  We look forward to helping 
you find the perfect addition to your home 
or workspace. Thank you for visiting our 
online store!
 

Price: $6,250.00
Year/Circa: 1800-20
Origin: Sweden
Color: Blue
Dimensions: 50w x 32.5d x 91.75h
Item #: 25350


